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Bdo speed attack

Need to know if there's an AP crystal for your weapon? Now you can find out! This is a reference for Black Desert Online items called crystals. Crystals are used to slot into certain gear pieces to give you some additional effects. With this page, you can easily find which crystals match your specific needs by filtering according to the crystal
rating, the effects it gives, what groove it enters, and how often it is likely to break when you die. See something that's wrong? Do you have a suggestion for new features? Create a problem or drag the request on our Github. ID Title Skill Level EXP Materials Materials MATERIALS EFFECTS RECIPE_TYPE FAV ID Heading Level EXP
Material Type Materials Effects RECIPE_TYPE FAV Loading Data From Server ID Title Skill Level EXP Material Type Materials EFFECTS RECIPE_TYPE FAV ID Title Skill Level EXP Material Type Produces MATERIAL EFFECTS RECIPE_TYPE FAV Loading data from server ID Title Quantity Chance ID Title Quantity Chance Loading
data from server ID Node ID Node Loading data from server evasion - Hidden stat Accuracy - Hidden statistics affected by your hit rate and armor penetration? Level - Level differences also affect the hit rate. You get hit chances-overleveled and lose hit chances not enough to level. AP - Points of attack. Scales better than DP. DP -
Defensive points. It affects the damage done and the avoidance rate. Casting Speed (CS) - Increases the speed of affected skills by 5% in the attack speed (AS) ranking - Increases the speed of affected skills by 5% in the range Critical impact speed - 5% in rank Scrolling speed - 5 % increase in rank Race damage - Rumor has it it's not
the usual race-specific increase in AP and that it's factored in differently in the breath damage calculation - It provides a variable endurance bonus (Max +500 to 30). Gained traveling distance on foot. Power - Provides variable bonus up to weight limit (max +40 LT at 30). Gained by travelling distances with a trading package in inventory.
Health - Variable HP and MP/WP/SP wins (Max +290/200 at 30). Just straighten by eating food. Fishing ability - Affects the average time to get a snap collecting ability - a 10% decrease in speed per ranking life skills ranked - Beginner (1-10) &lt; Trainee (1-10) &lt; Skilled (1-10) &lt; Professional (1-10) &lt; Artisan (1-10) &lt; Master (1-30)
&lt; Guru (?) Resistance equipment can be equipped in the following categories: Stun/Stiffness/Freeze - Stun Knockdown/Bound - Down status (i.e. demolished) Grapple - only PvP, bypass block and super armor. Knockback/Floating - Air condition All characters start with a base 20% resistance to all things. Different mobs have different
resistances. In PvP in particular, there is a hard cap of 60% on all resistances. The NA edition started with a new CC system where you acquire cc of the same CC while under the effects of this CC with the exception of rigidity that you can stack on yourself and any which ends in a downward state that grants immunity to all CC except
rakes. However, I need to test the stacking more thoroughly. Have to freeze, grab, and float all the end in a numb state. This means that if you want to stun, you have to wait for existing stun men and knockouts to wear out before you stun, which is true for all CC except rigidity, otherwise free chain CC. Skills specific effects: Super armor -
Skills that provide super armor to resist everyone CC except grabs. Block - Always as frontal as I can remember. Grabs bypass the block. Black ghost rage skills sometimes get a block. Warrior/Valk block fuunction based on the amount of attack blocked and put on cooling after this limitation has been reached. Invincibility - Also known as
i-frames Universal Back Attacks - x1.5 damage when dealing back damage, universal combat mechanic State Counterattack - x2.0 pity if skill lands as opponent throws Down Attack - x1.5 damage if target in down state Air Attack - x2.5 damage if target is in air condition Speed Attack - x1.5 on opponents moving towards you (only
according?) Any attack can bring back an attack, however it does not agree with the state's modifiers and the largest modifier is taken. So if you're attacking aerial targets from behind with the skill of an airstrike, only x2.5 damage. Additional skill modifiers rigidity / rigid - stun, generally shorter duration. Just CC get along with yourself. Stun
- Stun, but you are immune while stun as opposed to stiffness. Freezing - Stun ends in bound. Tied - Floors aim where they stand. Applies status below. Knockback - moves the target further.  Knockdown - Knockback and tied. Floating - First enters air status and then ends in down status (knockup in bound) Bounce - ?? Floating with a
bounce so knockback, ??  so applied air, down, air, down?? Air Smash - Applies knockback if airborne but does not cause air condition Down Smash - Applies knockback if it crashes but does not cause status for alternative viewing pleasure, status effects are applied from left to right to help.    Air State Stun Knockback Down State Notes
Stiffness/Rigid Stun Freeze Bound Knockback Knockdown Floating Bounce Air Smash* Requires but does not extend the air condition Down Smash* Requires but does not extend the condition on the test list How do waking cs/as buff stacks with sage memory (additive or multiplier) How is reducing time thrown with casting speed ranks (I
assume multiplier) Back attacks give extra speed? Back attack stacking with down/counter/etc attack Stun gives frozen immunity Speed attacks on strafing and breakout targets Air strikes on knockback How to bounce works Block on other classes works as a warrior block and break at the end? They probably have to be extremely
overweight on sorcery or tamer. As 1-5 Crit Rate stacks with base crit modifiers on AP/DP calculation skills, jk there is no way I'm putting in an effort to test that sources you last visited: Today at 10:12 p.m. Please register for fasting and access to all features, it's fast, easy and free! Advertising Discussion about which class do you
recommend for speed/attack hack in bdo? within the Black Desert forum part of the MMORPGs category. 05/25/2020, 02:45 #1 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Feb 2017 Posts: 3 Received Thank you: 0 What class do you recommend for speed/attack hack in bdo? what class do you recommend for speed/attack hack in bdo grinding? Thank you!  
05/26/2020, 17:56 #2 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jan 2015 Posts: 11 Received Thank you: 0 Quote: Originally Published by reskam1 which class do you recommend for speed/attack hack in bdo grinding? Thank you! What hack are you using?   05/26/2020, 7:17 pm #3 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Apr 2020 Revelations: 5 Received Thank you: 3
Hands down, it is a clickable berzerker with the ultimate infinite spin of death. You can spin forever with attack, cast and speed animations set to maximum. And I really mean it, once you activate the skill, it'll glitch out, you'll stay spinning like a grind cutter forever until you turn off the hack, and it won't consume SP and you can control your
character. But I'll tell you, this is also the fastest way to ban it. But it's also fun as hell. You can basically even solo world bosses if you're above 300 AP or kill anything in less than a second. This combined + HP regen addon + autoloot if hackers provide it, you are immortal and can make 5b a day just from the spoils of garbage from
Aakman (with loot). So... I can tell you because I did it in retail, but it got an injunction in 2 weeks. I didn't get caught, but I guess making 5b a day just from the trash cans started the logs, lol. Actually, I knew I was going to get an injunction at some point, but if I knew the date, I'd go really berzerker mode and make a siege attack with this
a**** and destroy everything, LOL. With this mistake, NO ONE would kill you for hp's X-ray addon and you'd destroy anything in a milisecond. If you ever activate hacking with animation speed, don't blame me for you being banned. And don't say you're just using it regurllary, because once you've tried this zerk spin, you won't be able to
stop using it. Have fun while it lasts.   05/29/2020, 14:45 #4 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jun 2010 Posts: 147 Received Thank you: 62 Actually yours so fcking true with that ultimate spin that once you try u can't stop. literally drugs. Unfortunately the awakening is fixed He has no idea what I can use now.   06/06/2020, 12:53pm #5 elite*gold: 0
Join date: November 2018 Posts: 55 Received Thank you: 3 Bump, what You think it's good class with JUST speedhack from cheat engines? ( without animation speed #6 etc. (no animation speed, etc.) Lahn is a good choice, because she can spam a spiral aoe attack that works fine only with the speed of the attack. Archer is also decent
with SHIFT+E in wake-up mode, as it is also spammable.   06/07/2020, 19:37 #7 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Nov 2018 Posts: 55 Received Thank you: 3 Quote: Originally Published by c0ntr4d1ct0r Lahn is a good option because it can spam a spiral aoe attack that works fine only with attack speed. Archer is also decent with SHIFT+E in wake-
up mode, as it is also spammable. I see but it seems that with archer idk depends on servers it takes a while to register damage or just does not aim properly with speedhack (you need to check it again ), thanks for info btw if any1 knows something else let us know 07/26/2020, 17:36 #8 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Jul 2020 Posts: 1 Received
Thank you: 0 How can you find attack speed and walking speed on a cheat engine ? (when I use speed hack to accell the whole game even the time of day his annoying can not use pots sometimes.....!!!!!!!!!   07/26/2020, 21:11 #9 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Oct 2007 Revelations: 869 Received Thanks: 78 Quote: Originally Published by
c0ntr4d1ct0r Hands Down, it is a sukcesium berzerker with the ultimate infinite spin of death. You can spin forever with attack, cast and speed animations set to maximum. And I really mean it, once you activate the skill, it'll glitch out, you'll stay spinning like a grind cutter forever until you turn off the hack, and it won't consume SP and you
can control your character. But I'll tell you, this is also the fastest way to ban it. But it's also fun as hell. You can basically even solo world bosses if you're above 300 AP or kill anything in less than a second. This combined + HP regen addon + autoloot if hackers provide it, you are immortal and can make 5b a day just from the spoils of
garbage from Aakman (with loot). So... I can tell you because I did it in retail, but it got an injunction in 2 weeks. I didn't get caught, but I guess making 5b a day just from the trash cans started the logs, lol. Actually, I knew I was going to get an injunction at some point, but if I knew the date, I'd go really berzerker mode and make a siege
attack with this a**** and destroy everything, LOL. With this mistake, NO ONE would kill you for hp's X-ray addon and you'd destroy anything in a milisecond. If you ever activate hacking with animation speed, don't blame me for you being banned. And don't say you're just using it safely, because once you've tried this rabbit. One day you
won't be able to stop using it. Have fun while it lasts. hey which hack has such features not from nader or?   10/01/2020, 11:49 #10 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Oct 2020 Posts: 11 Received Thank you: 2 Are you guys talking about speedhacking on private servers, or major PA's?   10/02/2020, 05:54 #11 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Feb 2012 Posts:
60 Received Thank you: 2 Quote: Originally Published by c0ntr4d1ct0r Hands Down, it is a succesium berzerker with the ultimate infinite spin of death. You can spin forever with attack, cast and speed animations set to maximum. And I really mean it, once you activate the skill, it'll glitch out, you'll stay spinning like a grind cutter forever
until you turn off the hack, and it won't consume SP and you can control your character. But I'll tell you, this is also the fastest way to ban it. But it's also fun as hell. You can basically even solo world bosses if you're above 300 AP or kill anything in less than a second. This combined + HP regen addon + autoloot if hackers provide it, you
are immortal and can make 5b a day just from the spoils of garbage from Aakman (with loot). So... I can tell you because I did it in retail, but it got an injunction in 2 weeks. I didn't get caught, but I guess making 5b a day just from the trash cans started the logs, lol. Actually, I knew I was going to get an injunction at some point, but if I knew
the date, I'd go really berzerker mode and make a siege attack with this a**** and destroy everything, LOL. With this mistake, NO ONE would kill you for hp's X-ray addon and you'd destroy anything in a milisecond. If you ever activate hacking with animation speed, don't blame me for you being banned. And don't say you're just using it
regurllary, because once you've tried this zerk spin, you won't be able to stop using it. Have fun while it lasts. Yes, please. I'm going to do this.   09.10.2020., 08:26 #12 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: Oct 2020 Publishes: 11 Received Thank you: 2 its giant with HP is charging to turn safe 11/12/2020, 09:33 #13 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: April 2015
Posts: 15 Received Thank you: 1 Quote: Originally Published by c0ntr4d1ct0r Lahn is a good option because she can spam a spiral aoe attack that works fine only with attack speed. Archer is also decent with SHIFT+E in wake-up mode, as it is also spammable. but there's a problem with cheat bro even with just attackspeed, is that the
skill doesn't do maximum damage, I've tried some classes, when the skill goes fast it doesn't do its complete damage as without hacking , so do you have any solution to that?   11/12/2020, 16:52 #14 elite*gold: 0 Join Date: May 2016 Posts: 38 Received Thank you: 9 Quote: Originally Published by crespose, but there is a problem with
cheating bro even with only attackspeed , is that skill does not do maximum harm , I tried with some classes , when the skill goes fast it does not do its complete harm as without hacking , so do you have a solution to that ? He's never tried that with the speed of the attack, however changing the speed of the animation depending on the
current character animation solves a lot of problems. It also allows you to understand how stupid the BDO combat system really is with the ability to make infinite iframes lol. Quote: Originally published by reskam1 which class do you recommend for speed/attack hack in bdo grinding? Thank you! Zerker is undeniably the best option for
low-mid-speed PvE as soon as you can get your hands on teleportation hacks. Without beaming Spin2Win with insane attack/motion speed should also be decent. If you can mess up a little with cooldowns, archer is as good as a glass cannon. I don't know anything about classes purely for tho speed attack. He also never played the latest
2 new classes.    
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